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Questions: Benchmark Amplify

Other districts who are using your program?

"Please see attached list. Benchmark ©2022 is a brand-new edition so there are not a ton 
of local people using it because it is so new. We are also in the finalists for the final 
districts: Portland, David Douglas, Newberg, Woodburn, Crook County, Molalla River, 
Hood River, N Marion, N Wasco, Riverdale, N Santiam, Morrow County, Pendleton, 
Estacada, Ontario, McMinnville, and many more."

"Because this is in adoption year, many schools have not yet implemented CKLA. 
Newberg School District, however, has been using CKLA and is open to sharing their 
success with the program. Pam Mears is the main point of contact!"

What does training/support look like?

POC: Jen. PD modules are online, basic intro. ones as self study. Can do anything virtual: 
full, half day, 2 hours. Face to face too. First PD is an intro. Writing follow-up. Foundation 
Skills follow-up. Coaching. Demo lessons. K-1 Programs are similar. 3-5 similar. 2nd 
grade more strategic about where best fit. Very flexible, some modules are self paced.

See answer provided in document attached. https://benchmarkeducation1.sharepoint.
com/:b:/g/RFP/EZdwlA1Dnd1DtEj9LvGQ55EB7xZBuXyi8jZoVBzgp9svvA?e=1YIv5p 

"I’m including a link to our CKLA PD catalog, which provides information about each 
training type. We view PD as a tiered approach: Initial, Strengthening, and Coaching. 
During the Initial training, K-2 teachers will receive separate training from 3-5, and 
they will continue that model during the Strengthening session as well."

Video samples of teachers using the program with students?
"Yes, we have videos online in the Professional Learning Community section of our online 
platform. There are grade 1 and 4 videos available for your support—these are called 
Advance in Action."

"Please see our CKLA in Action site for a look at each grade level."

Costs? (digital, print, consumables, PD, etc)
When updates to the program happens, do we get access to 
that? At no cost? Not sure will get back to us. "There are no updates scheduled for the coming years. Interactive Classroom is the 

newest update and is available for the upcoming school year."
If they have teacher directions on the back, Can we have two 
sets of the sound/spelling cards (one to post on the wall and 
one for teacher to use? Are there small and large versions? If 
so can we get 2 large and 1-2 small?

(Don't post on wall - info on back) Alt. solution - use rings. Can purchase second set. Have 
little ones that you can print. Additional cards are available for purchase.

"There are large letter cards that can be posted in the classroom as well as small 
letter cards. Additional items can be purchased a la carte if needed."

Do all grade levels HAVE to take the  HUGE physical book, 
for can we just do the online/digital and if so, can we have 
ability to print small units as consumables for our kids 
(copyright?)

Teacher K-1 would use big book. Can assign everything digitally to students - project 
stories. Shared reading should have smaller/regular versions.

Will look into not having big book or if it will save money - will look into this.

"We can sell package in individual parts, however, it is cheaper to buy the entire package."

What does a typical day look like in a Kindergarten classroom 
when you are meeting with small groups? Are students 
working independently? What does independent look like for 
non-readers? Are the independent activites included with the 
program? If they are included, are they differentiated for 
different levels?

Scaffolds are built in. Supports are in TE for scaffolding - customized TRS make it big, 
guiding questions. Small group supports also - meeting at point of need. Decodable 
readers can go to small group. Add'l Phonics support for small group. 

They use the same universal screeners (DIBELS) to guide instructions. There is an 
intervention program which gives specific skills practice for each lesson. Also a 
precurser skills section to focus on each skill. At intermediate grades there is a 
decoding and encoding remediation guide

"1-2nd Grad. Intervention Tool Kit: Template, Activities, Ways to Monitor.
3-5th. Remediation Guide 1400 pages.
Section for ""Support"""

For the online option for students- I wonder what kind of 
accomodations are able to be used. IE- read aloud, voice to 
text, etc. Will we need to use a different software for that?

Don't have audio for eAssessments - ready for next year. Closed caption option in video. 
Software? Unsure, will look into this.

For Amplify- Some of the read aloud features only read the 
main text, not the directions or the pop out info boxes. Can 
that be fixed?

n/a

For Benchmark- Is there a way to print the leveled readers 
more than one page at a time? Is there a full PDF version 
available for printing? Also- Is there an option to turn off 
annotation for students? Sometimes it is a distraction to them.

If assigning electronically to students (Click on/off annotation). Leveled readers are not 
meant to be printed - no easy way to print/copy right issue. Take home versions?? Will 

look into this.

"I’m including links to our microsite and overview brochure for more information about 
Interactive Classroom. We do have read-aloud capabilities!"

For Benchmark- Is there a conversion on your website from 
Lexile to the current DIBELS system? We don't use lexile in 
our district.

Guide to Text Complexity (Under Unit Resources) Will give Lexile level and other measure 
w/ the key. Dimensions of complexity, score, and notes.

Conversion Charts - will get this.
n/a

Is there a picture sign-on for the online component for 
younger students? Or an easier way for them to log on?

Not at this time. Some districts will use Clever - QR codes. Will look into this to simplify 
this issue. 

"I would recommend setting up a tech call with your tech department and ours to 
discuss sign-on options, including integrations with Clever if applicable. Single Sign 
On may be a great option for younger students!"

Are the unit texts consumables? They may not hold up very 
long with rough students. Not the workbook, but the actual 
reader with the stories in it.

3 or 5 year. Consumables, new every year. Meant to be written in and brought home 
(activities to do at home). No other way to get those. K-1, lives more in phonics reading 

book.

"The readers are not meant to be treated as a consumable, but rather a durable as 
we call it. These are paperback books due to the number of titles you receive, but 
they do hold up. Many teachers keep these in a dedicated spot, not in students 
desks, to help preserve their condition."
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Questions: Benchmark Amplify

For Amplify- Do you have plans to make visual vocabulary 
slideshows, or just stick with what you have? n/a

"Grades 3-5 have access to our Vocabulary app, and all grade levels have 
access to the Vocabulary Toolkit for the vocabulary guide and lessons. 
Interactive Classroom also includes teacher slides that teachers can edit and 
save for future year’s usage!"

What would it look like to teach this curriculum in a blended 
grade level classroom? We have many of those with our 
smaller schools. Since the units to do not align content-wise, 
what is the solution?

Pick one grade level and then differentiate standards w/in. Resources (from CA) and 
guidance for combo classrooms - will look into availability.

"There isn’t a one-way approach to this, but most schools take the common ability 
level among the students in their class, and work that grade level, differentiating as 
they go along. In the case where teachers have access to aides and such, especially 
in the younger grades, they might consider breaking these students into their own 
grade level groups and teaching the Skills content in isolation to their respective 
grade level. All curriculums present a sort of challenge with this because all content is 
designed to be at grade level. With the right support and accessing the available 
intervention and extension tools, CKLA can be implemented in a multi-grade setting. "

What does the coaching look like? Would our district be able 
to sign up for year-long support?

Yes this is available.

"We can develop a professional learning plan that can be constructed with the district to 
best meet the needs of the participants."

"We highly encourage districts to consider investing in PD across the duration of their 
adoption. Whether you have turnover with new incoming teachers or a team of 
tenured individuals, it’s critical to think about your implementation over the course of 
the adoption and how needs may change with time. Coaching is a highly 
recommended training - it’s customizable and flexible, and doesn’t require 
substitutes! We can build a comprehensive PD package that fits your district’s needs 
this year and in Years 2+. The benefit to this is the ability to work with the same 
trainer each time, thus building a deeper rapport and establishing greater 
connections as teachers feel more comfortable with their trainer. "

What does support and integrated strategies look like for 
students in 3-5 who are at a much lower reading level than 
their peers?

" There is K-5 access to all resources digitally so teachers can dip into resources to get 
just right resources for students. Specific Intervention and Reteaching materials are 
provided in Benchmark Advance ©2022 to support core instruction.  Based on weekly and 
unit assessment results as well as educator observations during whole- and small-group 
instruction along with one-on-one conferences, these lessons can be used to support 
students who would benefit from additional instruction.

An “Intervention and Reteaching Resources” page is included at the beginning of each 
unit in the Teacher’s Resource System.  It lists the specific skills and strategies taught in 
each unit.  For each skill and strategy, an instructional recommendation is provided that 
identifies which intervention resource to use along with which lesson and page number.  
These targeted lessons are designed to differentiate instruction for each of the unit’s skills 
and strategies to meet diverse learner needs.  “Quick Checks” are also provided for 
ongoing progress monitoring."

Close reading strategies - online. Practice in workbooks, will center around text 
(Domain specific).

Amplify - long periods for younger kids to just sit and listen? n/a

Knowledge Strand: No Text in-hand - Direct Relationship bewix listening and reading 
comprehension. K-2nd Listening Comprehension. (Application work in Foundational 
Strand).
Integrative Strand - Text in hand

Benchmark- are the "write in readers" renewable each year? "Yes, this comes with the classroom package pricing."

Note from Benchmark
"Please a comprehensive answer to your questions in the attachment. We are happy to 
answer additional questions—just let us know and we can support your in any way! We 
also provided a list of recent customers throughout the US."

Intervention
I added this one one here since it was in another thread. There are two 
programs available that tackle intervention beyond what’s available in the 
Intervention Toolkit.

Amplify Reading is our K-8 digital supplemental program that delivers support 
in foundational skills and reading practices in an adaptive, game based 
environment. Our Youtube channel showcases this program in action. This 
Reporting Guide showcases the data it pulls for teachers. This Efficacy 
Report provides information about the research behind the program.

mCLASS DIBELS 8th Edition provides progress monitoring and benchmark assessments for all students with probes aligned to research and the science of reading. The information below may be helpful for you to explore when considering your Tier 3 students:

mClass DIBELS 8 Website
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Questions: Benchmark Amplify
Self Guided Tour
mClass Dyslexia K-3 Support Video
Wondering what mCLASS looks like? Here are a few quick videos:
Phonemic Segmentation Fluency
Word Reading Fluency
Oral Reading Fluency
Nonsense Word Fluency
Letter Naming Fluency
Please click to view the mCLASS Reporting Guide.
Pages 16-20 go through examples of the small group instruction activities. Page 32 starts the home connect examples with activities and documents you can share with parents.
Some other highlights to share with this:


